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politics of King Lear; in contrast to much other writing in the period, the
play is “politically and socially radical”(205). I was hoping that Woodbridge’s knowledge of the jest books would newly illuminate this text as it
had done with so many others. Unfortunately, Woodbridge disengages the
jest books in this last chapter and those with even a cursory knowledge of
the scholarship on King Lear and poverty will find nothing new here.

Ken Jackson
Wayne State University

J. A. Burrow. Gestures and Looks in Medieval Narrative. C a m b r i d g e :
Cambridge University Press, 2002. xi + 200 pp.
Is it a wink or a blink? Twentieth-century social scientists have turned
this question into a theory of nonverbal communication (NVC), a theory
with legs long enough to run all the way back into the Middle Ages. In
this book, J. A. Burrow turns the quest to decipher the semiotic meaning
of gestures into a learned study of nonverbal signs in medieval vernacular
literature. His focus begins with the Middle English poetry in which he is
expert (Chaucer, Langland, Gower and the Gawain Poet), but expands to
French courtly poetry, and (as he puts it, “more rashly,” p. 5) further afield
to Dante’s Commedia. The resulting book brings together previous work
by medievalist art historians (such as M. Barasch) and literary scholars
(notably R. G. Benson, whose work on “body language” in Chaucer
Burrow describes as disappointingly broad). In this investigation, Burrow
tries to refine previous scholarship into a more precise understanding of
both what we are looking at and what informs our gaze.
After an introductory chapter, concerned largely with theoretical
questions that I will consider a bit later, Burrow has four substantive chapters: two on categories of NVC (chapter 2 is on “Gestures” and chapter 3
on “Looks”) and two on specific literary texts (chapter 4 considers two
Middle English works, Chaucer’s Troilus, and the anonymous Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight; chapter 5 speaks of Dante’s Commedia). A brief
“Afterword” emphasizes the analysis of gestures as an underrepresented
aspect of the study of medieval literature, ending with a reminder that the
authors of these medieval poems lived in a world which was “as Le Goff
put it, ‘une civilisation du geste’” (185).
This conclusion is followed by a helpful bibliography, a somewhat
scanty (Cambridge University Press style) “Index of names and titles,”
and, finally, by an “Index of signs” that allows one to look things up by
categories, for example, “breast-beating,” “bum-baring,” “farting,” or
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“poking.” To be fair, this index calls itself a guide to signs, not to gestures,
but one has to wonder if all these things, however amusing to contemplate, really fit into the same category.
And really it is no wonder that this issue arises, because the major
problem facing a study of this type must have to do with categories. Can
all of the things that Burrow puts together here really be understood in
the same context, especially when considered over time? Burrow contemplates the problem at the very beginning of the book, musing:
I would have welcomed some theoretical guidance on this general
question of diachronic change in non-verbal signs, but that has
proved hard to find, either from cultural historians or from
modern observers. As already noticed, scholars have produced
studies of gestures and looks in the Middle Ages, as in other periods. Yet the history of individual gestures over time remains
largely unexplored. (6–7)
This is refreshingly candid, but I am even more perplexed by yet
another, but related, problem that Burrow does not even raise: can theoretical work done on real, live populations—such as the headtossing that is
found in both modern Greece and southern Italy (181)—be used to
understand gestural and bodily conventions described in an antique literary context? When discussing kisses, for example, Burrow moves from
monastic customs described by Aelred of Rievaulx to descriptions of contractual sealing in high medieval France to kissing in the works of Chrétien
de Troyes (50–52). But is it all really comparable?
It seems to me that it is worth contemplating the possibility that the
literary kiss reflects a convention that has purely literary life with no (or a
significantly changed) relationship to the actual gestures of real people,
even real people in the world in which Chrétien wrote. Literature is, after
all, a creative process with stylistic conventions all its own. Burrow might
well have spent more time reflecting on the extent to which literary creations could be understood to reflect real life, or vice-versa. Does life imitate art? Does art imitate life? Or are they potentially separate spheres? I do
not know the answers to these questions, but I am very aware that social
anthropologists would be much more hesitant to take a thirteenth-century
Romance as evidence of the meaning of a gesture than Burrow has been
to import historical and anthropological analysis into his literary criticism.
One other thing I found missing from Burrow’s study was an awareness of the important gestural language of the medieval Christian liturgy.
Such attention to gestures like bowing, kissing and kneeling with very
little consideration for the liturgical context in which they would have
been very familiar to medieval Christians seems somehow misguided.
Even the most secular of contexts in the Middle Ages is, after all, not far
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removed from the world of the Mass. The silent gestures of penance and
forgiveness, of submission to and union with God through the ritual of the
Eucharist (just to take the most obvious and dramatic example) is a powerful emotional trope through which many of the gestures described in
historical documents and re-inscribed in medieval courtly literature were
understood. It would have been very interesting to have seen some speculation on the connections between sacred and secular gestures, of subtle
inference, and even parody that must have been visible, even obvious, to
medieval readers.
But, of course, a book of this length cannot do everything. It is only
to be hoped that Burrow’s fine attention to the many forms of medieval
looks and gestures will spur on the study of the non-verbal among the
beautiful words of medieval vernacular literature.

E. Ann Matter
University of Pennsylvania

